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Canvas of the Chauhan King’s life has been unfurled. From the desert of Bikampur to beyond
the Chambal ravines. Shiwalik hills to the peaks of Aravali. This book flies with the undaunted
Prithviraj, witnessing the formation of history. It locks horns with his controversies and observes
their vast ramifications at the curves of Indian destiny. The author acknowledges a widening
divide between facts and the current mainstream narrative on Prithviraj who is a brand
ambassador of India's engrossing medieval History. With this work, Virendra has eyed to shoot
down every myth about Prithviraj and free the young Indian hero’s truth from the claws of fringe
camps of new and old propaganda. The book makes use of more than 100 authentic sources
to substantiate it's data and applies methodical theory formation to put forth its
arguments.About the Author: Virendra S Rathore works as an IT professional based in India.
He is an Alumni of Bhavan's Vidyashram and the Birla Institute of Technology. He is married
and the father of two.Owing to family environment, History has always been a part of him that
he keeps dabbling into. His interests apart from History include Astrology, Gun rights and
following the International geo-politics closely.His other titles -The Sharp Mile (Fiction, Kindle
Edition)
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my honour and privilege to be called upon for this onerous task of penning down the foreword
for a book on my own personal hero Samrat Shri Prithviraj Ji Chauhan III who was an epitome
of what a Warrior should be. He is dear to us as we, the Hadas of Boondi (Rajasthan), come
from the same lineage and I being a warrior myself, who has been kept on his toes by our
adversaries, specially our Western adversary for all my service life and thus can relate to him
in more ways than one.I know the author Shri Virendra Singh Ji as his roots are in the general
area of my maternal home. He is a technocrat and has approached the history also in the
similar surgical and precise manner. I am personally very happy to see the author rising to the
occasion and accepting the challenge of busting these myths surrounding Shri Prithviraj, which
had become mainstreamed and were generally accepted as truth. The record needed to be set
straight and is being done in the most diligent manner.This book was thoughtfully dedicated to
the memory of our Army’s KIAs in Galwan Valley skirmish in June of 2020 and furthermore the
author’s royalties were donated for social causes which goes on to prove that his heart is in
right place.The book’s method of handling the protagonist and events is that of a research
scholar banking only on the most genuine sources of historiography to weave his labour of love
and present to the reader the most authentic account of personalities and events which
unfolded in those trying times and shapped our history. The author’s tone and style is explicit
and proficient, resulting in an outcome which is gripping, inspiring and motivating. This account
on Prithviraj Chauhan will serve as a sheet-anchor for all the writers attempting to take up our
historical figures as central theme of their future works.To my mind history writing is too serious
a business to be left to coloured and non-serious efforts. The author been pragmatic in his
handling of Prithviraj Chauhan; balancing the romance of soldiering characterised by Prithviraj
through demonstrated warriorship in defence of the motherland, and at the same time busting
the myth of his over-chivalrous conduct that he is often accused of. The reader will be able to
see the real Prithviraj as a person and leader. The analysis of battle tactics, terrain obtaining in
the area and drawing of correct lessons from various battles based on the Principles of War
are military-like and most relevant.The battles fought by Samrat Prithviraj shouldn’t be read in
isolation either. The advent of modern abrahamic and monotheistic religions who believe in
expansionism since their beginning exerted pressure towards the East. The population and
economic centres located Eastwards were a huge lure for these hordes but our civilisational
strengths and superior spiritual traditions effectively absorbed this pressure and thwarted its
further expansion avoiding the African Continent like situation.Another issue which has been
handled maturely in the book relates to appropriation of these historical figures by some fringe
elements of our society. It is a well established and respected commandment that these great
historical personalities of our Nation are universal souls and belong to as well as enjoys
reverence of all our communities in equal measure. The myopic and selfish stand of some



individuals on these issues creates unwarranted confusion and vitiates the bonhomie enjoyed
by our population. For good of the Nation all such roguish attempts should be summarily
discouraged and disregarded.While reminiscing of those times in our history when these
invaders came upon us wave after wave and were dead set on doing everything to brutalise us,
our culture and our civilisation. We must also spare a thought for all the good-men who formed
these resistance armies and for the general population whose lives were disrupted perennially
for centuries. Kshatriyas are the oldest and longest Standing Army the World has ever seen.
Generations of Kshatriyas have made sacrifices in the line of Ksh��G a Dharma; defending all that
we stand for, scripting the most glorious and immortal chapters in the human history and it
continues to this day. The unnamed Chauhans and Tomar Kshatriyas and all others belonging
to those conflict areas and who formed these armies, ended up loosing their possessions,
lands, everything material after these battles. Disenfranchised thus, they were forced to migrate
to other areas and for most of the time stayed incognito to take hold of their lives afresh. There
couldn’t have been any State Compensation for their sacrifices. We can only feel and
empathise the trauma that these generations went through.‘Jai Hind’Brig. Bhupesh Singh, SC,
VSM‘Raghukul’Col HH Bahadur Singh MargBoondi (Raj) – 323001PrefaceWho we are today
results from our past and becomes the formulae of all our accomplishments. The past thus
bears upon us, nested in various cycles, right from that crucial decision of a distant ancestor
1000 years ago, to what we did yesterday. This defining power of the past is what keeps
drawing humanity toward the endeavors of history. The definition of past, however, doesn’t
always manifest as a pure statement of facts. It is held ransom to who disseminates it to the
masses and why. For example, over the past few years, Bollywood has shown an awkward
interest in dabbling with historical themes. Albeit they proclaim the films to be fictional. This
tendency in cinema sits atop the currents of social mobility and the proliferation, nay, the
bombardment of data via social media.This churn in cinema isn’t surprising. As they say, films
reflect society; and ours is still waking up from colonial slumber, struggling to come to grips
with its true history. The film industry latches on to this transitive phase and (often unknowingly)
tries to exhibit how exactly the society’s cognition in processing the transitive experience
is.This will go on until our historical narrative settles to an extent. At which point it may again
become boring to marry films and what is arguably called ‘history’.Regardless of what the
films, TV soaps, and other avenues like social media serve their consumers, the content is
never free from unexhibited, subtle agendas. The popular narrative thus built tends to pollute
the view of core historical facts for current and future generations. We then often see people in
history related heated debates that are derived from perceptive notions divorced from the truth.
The tendency to seek simple answers from history divides every figure into camps of heroes
and villains. Prithviraj Chauhan III stands now (unfortunately) as an embodiment of one such
fierce debate.So, what am I writing?Hopefully, some investigative yet not too dry content on
Prithviraj Chauhan III that splits the grain from the chaff. This book isn’t meant to be the last
and complete word on everything around Prithviraj Chauhan, but a medium for ending some
misconceptions, controversies and for answering some questions. I don’t count myself as a
historian. For me, a modern-day historian is (and not limited to) - one who toils in treasure
hunting for inscriptions, coins, old literary works and dissects them dispassionately. My content
should be regarded as just the humble output of history’s analysis from a student of it.Why am
I writing?Though endless debates still rage on Prithviraj, and many others, many of us in India
have some academic laziness about history. This skew utilizes some misconceptions,
controversies which provoked me to try to set the record straight on the matter.We’ve all read
history in school, to ‘get it over with’ that is. How many of us processed and internalized its



lessons? The situation is sorry, partly because our education system’s modus operandi on
history is sans focus on its pathological attributes. Many of our iconoclastic friends on the
internet often sermonize when they can’t negate history – “What good has ever come out of
dwelling in the past?” Well, that depends completely on the reader. History always has
something to teach. Whether, how much, and where the utilization happens; is up to one’s
approach in the learning and application.For example- MSMEs to the Corporates, businesses
have always been intrigued in politico-military history. They use battle tactics and military
strategies from the annals of history, to formulate their business plans for surviving and
excelling out in the cut-throat market. They go as far as studying what troop configurations and
maneuvers were used in various battles.Beyond individual motivations, as a people, we in India
must keep diving into history (researcher and reader alike), so that its horrors don’t repeat on
us and its glories can be resurrected.If you have seen value in learning from others’
experiences; seen what they did best, so you can adopt it; observed their mistakes, so you can
avoid them; doing all that is called learning from history.Seeking to escape from the past is like
ignoring a hereditary disease just because its treatment is painful, demands our focus, and
deep down a readiness to change what isn’t working. We skip this step and the disease passes
onto future generations, to later exact its price with compound interest, of course.How is it
written?We will cover important events around Prithviraj Chauhan’s life and try to navigate in a
linear sequence of time. We will see what various sources have to say on any event/assertion
and try to dissect which version is closest to the truth.Maps have been provided for visual
context. Original size images are available at the blog mentioned below.Each chapter has a
summary to help recalibrate our lenses before we sink into studying another facet of the
subject matter.ConventionsCitation formats:Literary sources - <Source Name>, <volume>,
<Author>, <Editor/Publisher>, <Chapter>, <Pg, verse, etc.>Epigraphic sources - <Inscription &
King’s name>, <Journal name>, <Volume>, <Pg, verse, etc.>More than one citations within the
same note have been separated with a semicolon.At places, the main narration has the text or
author’s name included already. Then, only the page number, verse, etc. are given in the
citation.The distances mentioned are all as the crow flies unless quoted as-is from a primary
source.When a frequently used non-English term appears for the first time, its IAST diacritic
version, if considerably different, is provided alongside (in braces). All other occurrences
maintain the regular version to aid the flow of reading.The person lookup in the index is driven
by the last name. For example – ‘Mallik��&§Væ� Shil��•�ra’ is to be looked up at Shil��•�ra under ‘S’ in
the Index.Despite much care taken to avoid and remove errors, some may have crept in. I pray
to be excused on those.GratitudeMy pranip��F� to the numerous learned historians cited
throughout the text. They exerted in a harsher environment to provide the information and
perspective that I have utilized extensively and aspire to have meaningfully transmitted to my
readers.While writing, I have been selfish toward my family. I hope they will forgive me for the
time I’ve stolen from them and invested in this book.For any inquiries or feedback, the author
can be reached at –Email: virendra.jaipur@gmail.comTwitter: @virendrarathoreBlog: https://
agrippedsoul.wordpress.comObeisanceThis book is dedicated to the martyrs of Galwan: June
15-16, 2020Jai Hind Ki SenaTable of ContentsIntroduction to the ChauhansChauhan clan’s
genealogic originThe Chauhan clan’s place of originSome famous textsPrithviRajVijay of
Jay��æ�¶�v�æv÷G!+ of false information, Prithviraj RasoWhat about Chandvardai?Hammir
MahakavyaJaina textsPrithviraj Chauhan’s birthThe Chauhan Hall of Fame and Prithviraj’s
liaisonsImportant personalities around Prithviraj IIISketch and early life of PrithvirajCapital and
CoronationEarly CareerA storm brews - the rise of GhoriThe first battle between Prithviraj and
Ghori, Sutlej valley 1182-83 ADArguments in favor of this account’s historicityArguments



against this account’s historicityMix-up with Pundirs and TarainThe Marathon: Prithviraj versus
Chaulukyas, 1183-1186 AD75Prithviraj’s (not so) private life – elopements, rivalries, and
murders?Jai Chand, Sanyogita & Prithviraj – an almost filmi triangleThe battle between
Jayachandra and Prithviraj?Jayachandra’s profileDeath of Kadambav��6��anchapura and the
question of Chauhan-Ghurid borderThe first battle of Tarain: Ghori vs Prithviraj, 1190-91
ADThe Run-upIn the frayStatisticsThe battleThe interim between Tarain-I and Tarain-IIThe
second battle of Tarain between Ghori and Prithviraj, 1192 ADIn the frayStatisticsDiplomacy,
the two-faced snake?The pitched battleTomaras and Dahiyas, the unsung heroesExact date of
the second battle of TarainBattle locationsEnd of an epoch, Prithviraj Chauhan’s
demiseExploring the reasons (or not) of defeat - why did Prithviraj lose?Immediate
ReasonsWider factorsPrithviraj the KingOh, why did we not counterattack!The unfair
DamningCocktail of perceptions, narratives – I: “Dill�·��F’À Samrat, Emperor”Cocktail of
perceptions, narratives – II: Gurjara, people or place?Some profilesShahabuddin Muizuddin
Muhammad bin Sam aka GhoriGovindaraj Chauhan – the son of PrithvirajAbbreviations &
BibliographyIntroduction to the ChauhansSo, what is all this tumult about Prithviraj Chauhan
(Prithv�·!�ja Chauh��æ�“õ� ithviraj Chauhan III aka Rai Pithora (R��• Pithor��• was the 12th century AD
ruler of a strong kingdom in north-west India. Its capital was at Ajmer1. Prithviraj is one of the
most famous personalities of Indian history, for quite a few reasons that will gradually unravel in
this book. Going forward, ‘Prithviraj’ or ‘Prithviraj Chauhan’ in the text should be taken as
Prithviraj Chauhan III unless namesakes like ‘Prithviraj II’ are mentioned specifically.Much has
been said already on Prithviraj in academia and on the streets. Unfortunately, a lot of myth has
been mainstreamed around him and the events of his life. Like his clash with Jayachandra,
affair with Sanyogita (Sa�Eyogit��’À etc. Some readers may know that all this started with a heavily
abused text named – Prithviraj Raso (R��6ò’à For reasons that we shall delineate later, instead of
dissolving, these distortions have been further cemented in the mainstream.It will be an act of
injustice to comment about the life and actions of any historical personality without discerning
their background, the personalities in their circle, and the prevailing geopolitical, socio-political
situation.Chauhan clan’s genealogic originClan based states have existed in India since the
deepest points of our past. They fall on the back foot when Imperial centers or stronger
Kingdoms emerge, then rise to prominence again in Imperial vacuums. The Chauhan clan is
one such old Rajput (R��§�kt) clan, famed to have crossed swords with all that time threw at them
– Huns, Turks, Mughals, Afghans, and Marathas. The term Chauhan is an Apabhra�Csha of
Chahamana (Ch��†�Ñ�na), a historic figure who lends his name to this clan and is called its
progenitor2. The personal history of Chahamana is obscure, but some scholars opine that his
father Virochana was either a Malav (M��Æ�va) himself or their feudatory3. Virochana,
Chahamana, and the latter’s sibling Dhana�Ejaya - fought successfully under Malavs against the
Huns in the first half of the 6th century4. Battle(s) happened somewhere between S��ä6&†� a -
Pushkar in central Rajasthan (R��¦�7F•�na).Regarding the broader origin of Chauhans, opinions
abound.European scholars like Vincent Smith have habitually placed them in foreign origin.
With the limited available material and research advancement then, Col. James Tod accepted
the same. Dr. D.R. Bhandarkar went a step ahead and vitiated everything by mixing Rajputs,
Brahmins, and Foreigners. These absurd claims mostly stand on the supposed similarity
between rituals, traditions of Rajputs, and the foreign tribes of Sakas, Huns, and Gurjaras. We
will not debunk these hollow claims as it has been done plenty in academia already and isn’t
the purview of our subject matter anyway. Interested readers may refer to works of Shri G. H.
Ojha, Shri Dasharatha Sharma, Shri Gopinath Sharma, and Shri C. V. Vaidya.The most
parroted myth is the Agnikunda legend, which states that the Chauhans were one of the four



clans whose progenitors were created via a grand yagna at Mount Abu5 (��!k). Among these, the
Chauhan progenitor had four huge arms, hence the name Chahamana.From the 10th to 16th
century AD. (core period of Chauhan history) there is hardly any literary or epigraphic source
repeating this claim in the same way. It was adopted in the tradition later. Even the shortest
recension of Prithviraj Raso doesn’t have the Agnikunda story.The Ch�� anas-Bh��F�0 have lapped
up this legend to amplify their respective patrons as uniquely of divine origin among the wider
Kshatriya community that has swollen to dozens of clans now. This historiographic blunder was
made in the backdrop of some native martial clans’ prolonged resistance to Arab and Turk
invaders’ domination. The clans who were at the forefront of this resistance kept changing over
the centuries, and so did the narrative that glorified this resistance.So, if not this legend then
where does the trail of truth go?This author humbly follows the conventional wisdom of
historians that – coins, inscriptions are the spine of historiography. The K��g•a ��¶€y��æ�0 and other
Granthas (bardic or otherwise) form its flesh and blood.Multiple inscriptions and copper plates
ranging from 10th to 15th century AD shed enough light on the Chauhans’ origin, in slightly
varying directions. The majority call them as S�· yavansh�° Kshatriyas. Examples – Ratnap��Æ�
Chauhan’s Sevadi copper plate of 1119 AD says that Chauhans came out of Indra (one of the
12 suns) hence S�· yavansh�²à Someshwara Chauhan’s Bijolia inscription6, Vigraharaj (Vigrahar��¦�•
Chauhan IV’s Ajmer Sarasvati temple inscription, and Ba�al�� grant of Prithviraj Chauhan put
Chauhans as S�· yavansh�²à Going forward, ‘Vigraharaj’ or ‘Vigraharaj Chauhan’ in this book
should be taken as Vigraharaj Chauhan IV.Inscriptions which are interpreted to be calling
Chauhans as Chandravansh�° are – Hansi (H��ç6–±�/H��ç1+) inscription7 of Prithviraj Chauhan II and
LuntigaDeva Chauhan’s Abu (Achaleshwar temple) inscription 1320 AD8.The gotra of
Chauhans mentioned in some is of Shri Vatsa Rishi.After epigraphy, we turn to literary sources.
The PrithviRajVijay (Prithv�·!�jaVijaya), Hammir Mahakavya (Hamm�· a Mah��±�vya), Surjana Charita,
etc. mention Chauhans to be S�· yavansh�²à Late sources like HammirRaso, VanshaBh��6¶� a,
Muhnot Nainsi R�° Khy��BÀ and Prithviraj Raso’s larger recensions, etc. call Chauhans as
Agnivansh�·0, broadly owing to the late intervention of Agnikula legend.Lastly, Shri Dasharatha
Sharma proposes a ‘Brahmin turned Kshatriya’ origin of Chauhans9. It is primarily based on
S��Ö�çF�FPva Chauhan’s description at a disputed line from Bijolia inscription, Jaan Kavi’s
poem KyamKhan Raso and also the Sunda, Achaleshwar inscriptions.The Chauhan clan’s
place of originIn various sources that touch upon the lebensraum of the Chauhans, the
progenitor is somehow related to a 60 km long tract, West-Northwest to Jaipur, between
Harshan��F†� and the Sh��¶�ä6&†�!+ (modern S��ä6&†� a) salt-lake10. The PrithviRajVijay, Hammir
Mahakavya, and Surjana Charita, etc are some example sources that state Vasudeva and
Chahamana’s origin as Pushkara (not far from S��ä6&†� a Lake). Multiple inscriptions11 have
named this region the oldest seat of the Chauhan clan’s power.The first available epigraphic
evidence of Chauhans is as vassals of the Gurjara Pratih�� a Empire from the 7th century AD
onwards12. However, their first confirmed rise to independent statehood is in the 10th century
at Ahichhatrapur (speculated in/around Nagaur), not far from their place of origin, S��ä6&†� a.
From there they expanded and then dominated Ajmer, Nadola, Bharuch, places in north
Rajasthan, Haryana, Delhi, and Uttar Pradesh, etc. over the next centuries.Different families of
Chauhans established multiple States throughout the medieval centuries. Most powerful was
the Sh��¶�ä6&†�!+ or Sap��F�Æ�·6†� (of Saw�� Lakh i.e. 1.25 lac villages) Kingdom, which was also
once led by Prithviraj.Chapter SummaryWhat can be said with certainty is that the Chauhans
were of native stock with the S�· yavansh�° origin, that is, the line which adopted the Solar
calendar, and that they originated around S��ä6&†� a (central Rajasthan) in early 6th century AD.
The jury is still out for the nuances of it.Citations1. The original name AjayaMeru (Ajay’s



mountain) is on the early ruler– Ajayar��¦� Chauhan.2. PRV Ch. 2, verses 40-44; HM Ch. 1
verses 13-17; Harshanath inscription 961 AD, Sevadi plates 1176 AD, EI vol 11, Pg 304-08 and
few other inscriptions.3. DPCUY, Pg 42-44. The Malavs are famed for Vikrami Sa�Cvata and
chewing both the Hunnic as well as the Saka invasions.4. Interpretation of PRV Ch. 2, verses
62-675. The original name was Arbuda6. Feb 1170 AD. See IA vol 26, Pg 102-1207. IA 1912,
Pg 17-198. EI vol 9, Pg 799. ECD, Pg 7-810. Sh��¶�ä6&†�!+ and S��ä6&†� a are used interchangeably
in this book.11. Harshanath inscription 973 AD; Bijolia inscription 1170 AD.12. Hansot plates of
BhrguKaccha based Chauhans, 756 AD. See EI vol 12, Pg 197-204Some famous textsBefore
we gain insight into Prithviraj’s history, let us profile some popular sources of it, as we’ll use
them liberally.PrithviRajVijay of Jay��æ�¶�†—7F÷ ical studies are justified in emphasizing on
contemporary sources because the latter are (someone else’s) pratyaksha pram��äv�åF†—0 text is
written in Sa�Cskrita. Based on internal evidence and commentary, Jay��æ�¶� the creator of
PrithviRajVijay is understood to be a Kashmiri Brahmin who was a court poet of Prithviraj
Chauhan. Although Jay��æ�¶� has, going by the norms of that age, utilized his court poet license
to apply atishyokti in praise of Chauhan luminaries, there is an academic consensus that
PrithviRajVijay isn’t only contemporary but also factually the most accurate literary account on
Prithviraj and the Chauhan history before him.Given that PrithviRajVijay was written in
Prithviraj’s lifetime, among all literary sources on the Chauhan history, it has the best
corroboration with the epigraphic, numismatic evidence, and also with other literary
sources.Since the text name has Vijaya in it and another Kashm�·!+ scholar named Jayaratha
cited this text in his Kavya compilation called Vimarshini at the junction of the 12th and 13th
centuries. It is estimated that the text was completed soon after Prithviraj’s famous first battle of
Tarain (Tar��–â’À in 1190-91 AD, in which he was victorious. Hereon, we will refer to this battle as
Tarain-I and the one that followed a year later, as Tarain-II.PrithviRajVijay was discovered by a
German orientalist named Prof. Georg Buhler in 1875 AD during his Kashmir visit. Ironically,
the only available copy of PrithviRajVijay is incomplete, i.e. ends abruptly. Its manuscript was
found in a very brittle condition, with many chapters missing. Even the chapters available have
many verses unintelligible due to the deterioration of the manuscript’s bitch-bark material. The
discovery of PrithviRajVijay had famously turned the tables for what the historians identify as
the Rajput era (600-1200 AD) political history. Its titan till then was the Prithviraj Raso.Gangotr�°
of false information, Prithviraj RasoNo discussion or content on Prithviraj Chauhan completes
without the mention of Prithviraj Raso. That, however, is a testimony to Raso’s relevance,
importance in only propagating the memory of Prithviraj; not in facts and historicity of
Prithviraj’s times. In the content that follows, we will simply call it the ‘Raso’.The term Raso is
deemed to be an apabhra�Csha of either Rahasya (secret) or Rasa (essence, style of poetry).
This style of literature is used frequently for ��¶€y��æ�0 intended to be an effective mixture of facts
and fiction. Meaning, even the author(s) of Raso don’t claim it to be a work of absolute
facts.Prithviraj Raso does full justice to its poetic license by being a brilliant Veera rasa
composition supposedly written by Chandvardai (Chandavard��+), a Bhatt i.e. medieval ballad
singer. He was a poet considered contemporary to Prithviraj Chauhan based on the former’s
claim in the Raso.We shall see in due course, how Raso’s users have repeatedly and
innovatively exploited it by its forceful impalement in the narratives of history.Raso’s language
is a mammoth research topic and a long-standing debate. Academic friction wasn’t only on its
exact language. Even the different chapters of Raso give different linguistic flavors.For
example, the famous lines – ‘Ch�� a bansa choub�·6� gaja, angula ashta pram��äv�À t�� �·�� a Sult��æ� hai,
Ch�¶°o mata Chauhan’ are composed in what is a late variation from Shourasen�° Apabharamsa
also known as Khad�° Bol�²à The bulk of Raso verses are identified by some scholars with Braja



and others with Pingala or east Rajasthani variant. Regardless, verses like this were late and
blatantly visible interpolations.According to scholars1 who did a linguistic study of Raso, at
least 10% of the words in the largest recension are Arabic or Persian in origin. It suggests
multiple infiltrations in the text. The main language of Raso is more developed than that of
Pr��· ita Paingala�C. As Pr��· ita Paingala�C is said to have completed in the 14th century2, it argues
for Raso to be pushed to the 15th or 16th century. On the other hand, Shri Motilal Menaria, and
a few others, argued that some of the Raso verses in archaic Dingala-like language also
advocate for a date much earlier than the 16th century suggested by the aforementioned
scholars3. This is a haphazard puzzle, but clearly, Raso wasn’t created by one person at one
go. The existence of as many as three to four different forms of the same words in the text
shows that it has had multiple masters over centuries.As if that wasn’t enough, there are
hundreds of copies of Raso classified broadly in at least four recensions, each with different
lengths and wording, treating the subject matter differently. Consequently, the historically
relevant data like events, individuals, etc. also appear and disappear between the various
recensions.Most of the controversies around Prithviraj have a close relation to Raso and the
mess of its recensions. The four different recensions of Prithviraj Raso are:1. Smallest
recension with 1,300-1,400 verses2. Small recension with up to 4,000 verses3. Moderate with
10,000-11,000 verses4. Largest with 26,000-1,00,000 versesThe first conclusive evidence of
Raso’s existence is from the earliest copy written in 1610 AD. Based on its colophon saying
that it was a copy of another, the first known copy of Raso can be placed around 1590-1600
AD. Although given the facts that: a) Multiple versions of Raso existed in the early 17th century,
and b) Raso’s narrative was mainstream by 1590 AD. We see a possibility of Raso existing
orally among bards of Rajasthan for long before it became a mainstream literature entity by
late 16th century AD. ‘Long’ here would mean at least around a century. This indication also
comes from some uncanny similarities (covered later) between the narration of Prithviraj Raso
and the 15th century Jaina texts like Prithviraj Prabandha.Considerable change of language
within the same manuscript and among the various manuscripts is another sign of authorship
diversifying quite early in the scripting journey of Raso. There is some debatable literary
evidence to take Raso as far back as the 13th century. It is in the form of four verses appearing
commonly between PPS (Prithviraj Prabandha, Jayachandra Prabandha) and the Prithviraj
Raso’s shortest recension.Does it substantiate that Raso was written in the 13th century?
Linguistically both the Prabandhas are dated as around 1471 AD give or take a few decades.
The language of these 4 verses (La�m�·•a Apabhra�Csha) suggests that they may be even older, i.e.
13th century AD. However, it isn’t confirmed and only speculative. Author of the said verses in
Jayachandra Prabandha is a poet/bard named Jalha, presumed to be Chandvardai’s son.Then
there are two other texts – S��†—G•a M�¶Ö�äW6� of 13th century AD and Upadesha Tara�Cgi�G�° of 15th
century AD (again by Jaina scholars), which have a verse each common with Prithviraj
Raso.Based on these convergences, some scholars4 opine that the original form of Prithviraj
Raso (unavailable today) must have been a La�m�·•a Apabhrmsa text written in the 13th
century.We concede that this evidence can’t be just brushed aside, but the few stray verses
that aren’t a cohesive part of a bigger and synergized composition, don’t prove the entire Raso
to have been written in the 13th century. This is because the Jaina tradition to which all these
other texts belong is full of such stray verses shared across different texts5. Some of these
shared chhandas are found only in the medium and large recensions, indicating a late
interpolation in Raso from elsewhere, also suggesting that the shorter recensions of Raso may
predate the Prabandhas.Despite some similarities, there are plenty of differences between the
storyline of Prithviraj Prabandha and Raso. So, we can’t fix a unidirectional stream of



Prabandha inheriting from Raso. These controversial verses had floated around in literature as
miscellaneous via perhaps a shared pool and became a commonality between these texts that
borrowed them. It is hard to tell who copied from whom and where the lost original is, except
that some late bard has injected in Raso these verses from other old texts, putting them under
the name of Chandvardai.The Sandesha R��6�¶� of Abdul Rahman6 is a well-praised authentic
Apabhra�Csha text. Its creation is from the mid-12th century when Apabhra�Csha was in its
downward journey. This is barely a decade before Prithviraj was born. If we compare the
language of Raso’s short recension with that of the Sandesha R��6�¶�À the difference becomes
insurmountable for Raso to be have been written any time before 1300 AD.So, we can concede
that these 5-6 verses common with the Raso were generated in the 13th-14th centuries and
initially transmitted orally down the generations. Later they were written down, shortly after their
proliferation started between the various textual traditions of that era. Also, the origin of now
unavailable oral/written earliest Raso isn’t far off from the Prabandha’s date 1471 AD.Another
handiwork of Raso’s multiple masters is that the bigger the recension, the more numerous are
the allied Rajput clans and the more amplified is their conduct as near equal participants in the
glory of Prithviraj.While the entire academia agrees that the larger recensions are too much
trouble for any historiographic objectives, even the shorter recensions of Raso, allegedly more
credible from historicity point of view, are riddled with errors and fiction. For example, they have
words like hathan�� i (gun) and jaboor (small cannon)7. We won’t speak of ancient times, but
medieval North India didn’t know of these weapons until the 1520s, around when Babur came
in with gunpowder.The sequence of Raso developmentMost of the major events, personalities,
etc. of the shortest version are found in the short version; of short version are found in medium
version and so on. However, there are some anomalies in that pattern as well. The comparison
of different recensions doesn’t show us a clean sequence that the volume grew shortest to
largest chronologically with time. Meaning, longer recensions weren’t necessarily written after
the shorter ones in an absolute clean break sequence. It becomes reasonable if we consider
the fact that the four known recensions aren’t separated from each other by many
centuries.The original Raso was something close to the short/shortest recension. Regarding
how we ended up in the mess of today, there are three possibilities.1. Over time, as the
popularity of the text grew, it was expanded with more stories, interpolations owing to whatever
narrative suited the times and dominant dynasties. Thus, broadly the shorter recensions came
before longer ones.2. The sequence is inverted between oral and written phases. The shorter
recensions came into existence via identifying and fixing the issues in the still oral longer
recensions. Meaning, the available shorter recensions came after the longer ones to fix the
fallacies filled in the latter. However, the shorter ones were written down first.3. Based on the
writing time overlap of available copies and the differences in language and content among
these recensions, it is theorized that each recension was a constantly developing work of a
different textual tradition. They were developed to an extent in parallel and not exactly a linear
development of - smaller to larger recensions as stipulated in point 1 above, or larger to
smaller recensions as in point 2 above.Two certainties can be marked, that the Raso in its
current forms is a result of textual evolution, multiple revisions, and interpolations. And that the
first time it is specifically cited by any other text is 1650 AD8 with a gap of more than four
centuries from the events that it narrates.Therefore, it shouldn’t surprise that Raso has botched
up the genealogies and individual identities, as we shall see later. Lack of citation of Raso in
other texts also goes against the theory of its long oral existence from the 13th to 16th
centuries, especially with the Chauhan tale’s popularity and the time being of Turkish
supremacy. If an oral tradition gets as popular and proliferated as Raso then there is bound to



be at least some reference to it in written texts of those four centuries (the 13th to 16th).While
literature is subject to the author’s imagination and later interpolations, it isn’t that easy to play
around in inscriptions, coins, grants, etc. coming directly from the stakeholders. Many examples
tell us that inscriptions being more official and open in public if forged with fake data, get
quickly denounced by counter epigraphy or literary rebuttal. Epigraphic evidence which is
mostly to the point is generally treated by historians as more reliable. This is where Raso’s
historicity as bardic literature pales out. Too many of the important data points about Prithviraj’s
life have come out wrong in Raso. They not only disagree with inscriptions and coins but also
with other literary works.For example, Raso says that the Anahilaw��A� King Karna fought for
Prithviraj in the Tarain-II battle9.Truth - during Prithviraj’s time, Anahilaw��A� was the capital city of
Chaulukyas under King Bhimadeva II (wherever we have lazily used Bhima, please consider
Bhimadeva II). There are only two rulers of Anahilaw��A� named Karna. One was an 11th-century
chalukyas King contemporary to Vigraharaj Chauhan III. The other Karna (reign 1296-1304
AD) was a V��v†VÆ� King who was attacked and defeated by Alauddin Khilji in 1299 AD10. Raso
bard has unfairly forced either of these to time travel for this battle. On a serious note, the given
verse of Raso was created post the 13th century. Numerous such instances in Raso show that
the bard has lined up prominent Kshatriyas who fought Islamic invaders over the interim
centuries, as S��Ö�çF�0 in the army of his champion Prithviraj.Weighing the arguments both for
and against Raso’s historicity takes us to a rough timeline of its evolution - that its creation
started sometime in the early 15th century close to what Shri Dasharatha Sharma has
suggested11. In the same century, Prithviraj Prabandha was written and has similarities with
the Raso. Thus, a broad confluence is found between the genesis of these Prabandhas and
one of the Raso recension traditions in the 15th century. At this point, Raso was mainly oral
and volatile. By the mid-16th century, the written content was blooming and a good chunk of its
narrative was set. Then in the late 16th to early 17th century, the proliferation of its text into the
mainstream happens and we begin to see outputs of multiple recension traditions. This was
followed by further changes for various purposes, till the start of the 18th century.To elaborate
our point without making this a book on Raso, let us place one more example from the short
recension. Other examples follow in due course of our journey through time by means of this
book.Source - PRLS, Ch. 2, last few verses after Tomara King Anangpal’s (Anangap��Æ�•
retirementMeaning - Before leaving the stage, Anangpal asks the Raso bard of when the
Mewar King will beat and arrest the Sultan. Bard responds with a prediction of the future year
when the Mewar King will do so and retake Delhi.The Math of ‘Anand’ Vikrama Sa�Cvata used in
Raso is heavily contested. We won’t zero in on the exact year as that entangles our readers in
unnecessary technicalities. Nonetheless, it suffices to say that the bard is talking of a point
somewhere in the 16th century AD. Now, two things stand out from these lines:1. Rajput
ascendancy to Delhi – the verses prophesize of Rajputs retaking Delhi in the future. What
happened was a confederation of Shil��F—G•a Tomara, Maharana Sangr��Ö� (S��æq�) Singh Sisodia,
and MediniRai Chauhan. It wasn’t far from uprooting the Delhi Sultanate in the 1520s i.e. 16th
century.2. Mewar Prominence – Interestingly, of all the Rajputs or ruling Kshatriyas of the
north, the bard chooses Mewar King as the leader of this future Rajput revival up to Delhi.
However, during Prithviraj’s reign and for decades afterward, Mewar was a s��Ö�çF� level entity
and not an independent State. Even after rising again as a sovereign kingdom in the 13th
century’s second half, for 250 years it couldn’t exert itself close to Delhi-Agra. After Bappa
R��pala against 8th century AD Arab invasions, the next peak of Mewar’s power came only in
the early 16th century. That is when Maharana S��æq� was ruling Mewar. After beating 3
Sultanates, he was breathing down the neck of the Lodis of Delhi by pushing the border up to



Peela Khal between Bayana (Bay��á�) and Agra12. The reason why the bard chose Delhi and not
Agra in his “prophecy” is another interesting facet we will study subsequently.Conclusion -
These verses were generated when Rajputs led by Mewar under S��æq� were hopeful of winning
Delhi-Agra again, i.e. around the 1520s. There is a whole league of the 16th and 17th
centuries’ texts that connect Mewar with the Chauhans via a similar narrative as the Raso.Fig.
1What about Chandvardai?Chandvardai, the supposed author of Raso, is also claimed to be a
friend of Prithviraj. The poet wasn’t only singing glories for the Chauhan King but was also
obsessed with depicting himself as his best, all-weather friend. Bards who have later played
with the Raso imagined Chand’s birth and death on the same day and place as Prithviraj.
While granting divinity to Prithviraj, Raso says that he was born from the eyes of a demon
named ��h�¶áàÖ•� and that Chandvardai himself was born (fittingly) of that demon’s tongue.With the
heights to which Chandvardai has glued himself like a platonic soulmate of Prithviraj in the
Raso, it became necessary for scholars to look for him in the corridors of history. Till the end of
the 16th century, other than the Jaina text Prithviraj Prabandha (15th century or later), no
source of Prithviraj’s history has even a mention of any such shadow of Prithviraj called
Chandvardai. Comparatively, his ministers like Kadambavas (Kada�Cbav��6�• find mention in more
texts of that era. It is almost as if Raso’s author was a poet living sometime after Prithviraj and
wanted to immortalize himself or his skills. Hence, he started writing the story of Prithviraj in his
way and embedded himself in it prominently.However, before we get reckless and blame
Chanda further, it should be noted that the smallest and earliest recension doesn’t portray
Chandvardai as the best friend of Prithviraj Chauhan. These augmentations exist in the larger
and heavily interpolated versions. Timeless creations immortalize their creators as well. In this
case, the poet has also got hijacked by others’ imagination and compulsions (more on those
later).We concede that history isn’t just bare facts of what happened, it also includes how
others over the centuries have processed what happened, and how they reflect upon it. In that
aspect, fables on the demons and deities that glimmer in the Raso storyline now and then,
concepts like Yuga transcend, past life memories and future prophecies, etc. They all leave
footprints by which a socio-cultural environment can be discerned. However, these are the only
valid dimensions of (post-Prithviraj) history that Raso touches properly. More than the Raso,
which itself doesn’t claim to be a text of pure history, blame lies with its credulous proponents
who swear by it. Further analysis of Raso for the sake of criticism would be excess and
deviation from our scope.Most scholars accept that the original Raso would have been a text of
around 4,000 verses. For Raso, we shall in this study mostly refer to the short recension only
(4,000 verses) so that we don’t needlessly battle with what is (from larger recensions) already
proven ahistorical.Hammir MahakavyaThis 1403 AD Sa�Cskrita text of Nayachandra Suri (S�· i) is
a valuable source of Chauhan’s history. It has been weighed slightly lower than PrithviRajVijay
in terms of its historical accuracy and reliability13. The author of Hammir Mahakavya wasn’t
under the patronage of the Chauhan court. Hence, his creation has much lesser of the
divinization that is rampant even in the PrithviRajVijay. This riddance from divinization clarifies
the vision of history and thus is apt for our objectives. Unlike PrithviRajVijay, the Mahakavya’s
coverage of Prithviraj is a complete composition. The Mahakavya was written supposedly as a
response to a literary challenge from the Gwalior based Tomara kingdom. It is the best source
for Chauhans’ history of the Ranthambhore branch from Govindaraj (Govindar��¦�• Chauhan -
son of Prithviraj - up to the famous HammirDev Chauhan.Jaina textsThe Chaulukyas14
kingdom in Gujarat (Gujar��F�• was a neighboring rival of the Ajmer based Chauhans. Gujarat
and south Rajasthan were in Chaulukya influence and known as epicenters of Jainas in
medieval India. The Gujarat Chaulukyas, often considered synonymous to Solank�·0, were



strong patrons of Jainism. Most of the Jaina texts with historical data published as part of the
SJG series (PrabandhaKo�¶�À Prabandha Chint��Ö�äv’À and PPS, etc.) were thus pro-Chaulukya
sources. They often held a critical stance toward any individual or power that was against
Chaulukyas, such as the Chauhan and Tomara rulers (except Anangpal II). Jaina pa�m�m��`alis and
gurv��`alis of the various Gachha monasteries are also useful. They record the travels and
related activities of prominent Jaina monks. Thus, a lot of geo-political data is embedded in
these texts.Of all the Jaina texts, the most problematic in historicity is the Prithviraj Prabandha
compiled with PPS. It has created not one or two but three traitors in Prithviraj’s
administration.Just as texts like Raso went overboard in glorifying their Chauhan lords like
Prithviraj, Jaina texts didn’t hesitate in depicting the Chauhan rulers as pathetic and
incompetent. Jaina chroniclers have even ignored the Chauhans’ contribution to Chaulukyas
campaigns via Someshwara and Yashodhavala. Like the defeat and death of Chaulukyas-
nemesis Mallik��&§Væ� Shil��•�ra are wrongly credited by these texts to Ambada, a Jaina general of
Chaulukya King Kumarpal (Kum�� ap��Æ�“�Rà Both camps’ depictions of Prithviraj are extreme, and
the truth remains somewhere in the middle. Of the Jaina texts relevant to our subject matter,
about half are dated 14th to 15th century AD.Chapter SummaryWe evaluated and profiled
some of the native and famous sources of Prithviraj’s history. We saw how Raso is an unsolved
problem of textual analysis and a dud in historiographic value. We touched upon where some
of the texts engage the history, how much fiction is infused in them, and why they are the way
they are. It aids us in judging their value and relevance in this exploration.Citations1.
NarottamDas Swami, Namwar Singh, G.H. Ojha, Mataprasad Gupt2. PRLS, Pg 101-023.
PRKV, Pg 732-334. PCT, Pg 30-325. Talbot., Pg 279-806. Edited by JinVijay Suri7. PRLS, Pg
418. JU9. PRLS, Chapter 18, verse 1410. CG, Pg 18811. RGAA12. MSH, Pg 93; AAR vol 1, Pg
8313. IRHM14. Whether the Chaulukyas of Gujarat should be called Chaulukyas or Solank�·0 is
another debate that we neither want to nor need to get into. For the sake of consistency in this
content, we are using the term Chaulukyas.15. PC, Pg 97-98Prithviraj Chauhan’s birthAmong
the Raso recensions, verifiable data on the circumstances of Prithviraj’s birth is available in
larger ones only. Raso mentions the birth of Prithviraj dated Ananda Vikrama Samvata 1115
(1058 AD) Vaish��¶†� Vadi Triteeya. V�� a – Guru, Yoga – Siddha, Nakshatra – Chitr��à Time – 1
Ghadi, 30 Pala & 3 Ansha after Sunrise.The JanmaKundal�° per Raso has Jupiter, Venus, and
Mercury in the 10th house. Moon and Mars in the 5th house. Rahu (north node) was in the
11th house, implying Ketu in the 5th. Sun was in the 12th house and Saturn in the 8th
house1.Moving on, some scholars consider Ananda Vikrama Sa�Cvata used in Raso to be a
different calendar and not the regular Vikram��F—G•a era (V.E.). This hypothesis is based on the
word – ‘Ananda’ – used before Vikrama Sa�Cvata. Taking it as the regular Vikram��F—G•a era makes
all dates of Prithviraj Raso untenably shift across centuries. Considering it to be a different era
91 years away from V.E., per the theory of Raso proponents like Shri Vishnulal Pandya2 and
Shri Shyam Sundar Das3 doesn’t help much. It puts Prithviraj’s birth to Vaish��¶†� of 1206 V.E.
i.e. 1149 AD and forces us to imagine Someshwar’s birth in the 1120s. The funny part is that
Someshwara got married as a young captain at Anahilapa�m�mana in Chaulukya service in 1161-62
AD. He was born of the royal wedlock (Arnor��¦�Ô±�nchanaDev�²• that took place in the late 1130s,
years after his father came on the Ajmer throne in 1135 AD.Jyotish savvy readers may have
noticed that in Raso’s data, Saturn is shown two houses behind Jupiter and three houses
behind Rahu. We tried to verify if these slowly moving planets were in this relation during the
Vaish��¶†� of 1206 V.E. Actual positions based on the Swiss Ephemeris built atop NASA’s JPL
DE6 are:Saturn – 09Gemini36Jupiter – 19Cancer30Rahu – 06Aries27Saturn shows one
house behind Jupiter and two houses in front of Rahu. So, the astrological data from the Raso



doesn’t come even close to the 1149 AD that Raso proponents give as the year of birth.Year of
Prithviraj’s birth isn’t yet a point of consensus among the scholars. Putting the Raso aside now,
a notable theory is of Shri Dasharatha Sharma who places the conception in 1165 AD and
then the birth in May 1166 AD.Let us try to deduce afresh the year of birth, and evaluate the
proposed 1166 AD as well.Goal – We shall reach a correct bracket of one or two years for the
birth of Prithviraj Chauhan.Statement of Theory – The events and actions in Prithviraj’s life
don’t fit the small lifespan of 25 years (1166-91 AD). We predict that Prithviraj Chauhan’s birth
is a few years behind the currently prevailing theory, and it lies somewhere in the early 1160s
of the AD era.Explanation: A look at the data –The contemporary PrithviRajVijay gives only the
m��6� and tithi of Prithviraj’s birth – ‘12th of Jyeshtha’. This incomplete data broadly points to the
Gregorian month of May. The text however describes Prithviraj’s conception day better, via
planetary positions of 7 planets7. Verses detailing them are lost but another Kashmiri scholar
Jonar��¦� s commentary that remained preserved states that 2 of these 7 planets were exalted
and 5 in own sign. This data was used by Shri Sharma to reach the year of birth.
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BVP, “Eye-opening. This book is a must read for anyone interested in learning about medieval
Bharat and it's politics. The author has done an arduous task of dissecting a complex figure like
Prithvi Raj Chauhan to put the point across , that truth for the most part lies somewhere in the
middle and Chauhan though a remarkable king was a shade of grey like any other human.
Overall a book that I couldn't put down after I started reading.”

AJIT, “Highly recommended. Great read. Clears lots of misconceptions with evidence and
details. Highly recommended who is interested in learning about him and broader history of the
time”

Harsh Nevatia, “Separating the Grain from the Chaff. This was the aim of Rathore, and he has
succeeded admirably. From the multitude of legend and documents he has charted a likely
sequence of events. The book is also a primer on how history gets distorted and how it should
be reconstructed.The only drawback is that the narrative can get minutely detailed for the
casual reader and then the remedy of skip read should be utilised.”
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